Kay Becker Entenmann: Graduated from
Whitmer High School in 1958. Born in June 1940.
First of all, I would like to say that I am thankful that
I was able to attend and graduate from Whitmer
High School since there was no high school for me
to attend in Michigan where I lived. In high school,
the classes that Dorothy Harris Hayes and Charles
Foster taught (Latin & Physiology) provided
guidelines for me to follow and to know what career
path I wished to pursue.
I was accepted at Maumee Valley Hospital School
of Nursing to train to be an R.N. and graduated in
1962. I worked as head nurse on the 3-11 shift at
that hospital for a year and then decided to become a visiting nurse with Visiting Nurse Service (giving
health care in private homes). I really enjoyed my career.
In January 1967, I was introduced to Bob Entenmann by his aunt who thought we needed to meet each
other. It was an instant attraction for both of us and we were married on December 15, 1967. Bob
worked at Archway Cookies for 37 years & retired in 2002. He was a widower with two children, a son
Rob, who was 5 yrs old at the time & a daughter, Renee, who was 3 yrs old. We added a son, Steve, &
a daughter, Sara, to complete our family. We celebrated our 40th anniversary last December, 2007.
We are blessed with seven grandchildren. Rob & his wife, Renee Sue, have a son, Jonathan (15) & a
daughter, Brooke (8). Renee Leslie and her husband, Chip, have a daughter, Sandra Denise (age 20).
Steve and his wife, Konda, have daughter, Morgan (14) & a son, Todd (11). Sara & her husband, Steve,
have a daughter, Anna (9) & a son, Andrew (3).
Rob & his family live in West Virginia & Renee & her family live in Georgia near the Florida border.
Denise is in her second year at Valdosta State University studying Interior Design. We do our best to
get together with each family but sometimes it’s difficult with the distance involved.
We enjoy traveling & were able to go to Hawaii twice & to several European countries on two different
occasions.
Due to company transfers, we have lived in Elyria, Ohio for 8 yrs, Marietta, Georgia for 2 years &
Mansfield, Ohio for 31 yrs where we are currently enjoying retirement.
My Favorite Memory of Whitmer High: My favorite memories center around the two teachers I
mentioned above. Both were so knowledgeable, identified well with their students and gave their best in
the subjects they taught. This led me to change my mind on my future career. I was going to pursue
teaching but decided, instead, to go into nursing. It was a wise decision and I thoroughly enjoyed my
career.
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